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NOHMS OF CEHTAIN HATIONAL ШNCTIONS OF A MATBIX AND SCHШҐS 
CHITEHION FOR POШГОЮAIiS 
N.J. ÏOUШ, Praћa 
Abstract: A theorem of Schur asserts that all the 
roots of a polynomial p are of modulus less than one if and 
only if a certain Hermitian form derived from p is positive 
definite. It is shown here that there is a wide class of 
Hermitian forms with the same property. The proof depends 
on the following fact: if g is a rational function of the 
form g(z) = p(z)/z
n
p(l/z)~ and A is an nnn matrix satis­
fying rank (1 - A* A) = l
f
 11411.̂ -1 and having spectral radi­
us less than one, then llg(A)ll"<l or ttg(A)ll>l depending on 
whether or not all roots of p lie in the open unit disc 
( 11 • ft ) denotes the operator norm on n-dimensional Hilbert 
space). 
Key words: Norm, spectral radius, polynomial, root, 
Hermitian form. 
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In 1917 I. Schur wrote a paper t51 on a subject which 
at that time interested many mathematicians, namely, the 
relation between the H^-norm of a function and its Taylor 
coefficients. Schur
 #
s paper is still cited for two reasons: 
firstly, it is the source of the formula for the determi­
nant of a partitioned matrix which is known as Schur
#
s for­
mula, and secondly, it contains his well-known criterion for 
a polynomial to have all its roots in the open unit disc. 
These were, however, merely a lemma and a corollary of the 
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main results, and the paper must be judged to have led to 
a dead end. Apart from a slight further development by Ne-
vanlinna CI], no further use seems to have been made of the 
algebraic techniques developed by Schur. And indeed, many 
facts obtained in the paper by laborious algebraic computa-
tion can be seen much more easily and naturally by means of 
the geometric and analytic approaches now familiar to us, 
but which were in their infancy in 1917. For example, a^ter 
fifteen pages of mighty wielding of determinants Schur arri-
ves at a result (Theorem X) expressible in modern terminolo-
gy as follows: if g is a formal power series then the norm 
of the operation of multiplication by g, thought of as an 
2 operator on the Hardy space H of the open unit disc, is e-
qual to the H°°-norm of g. Nowadays this fact is almost ob-
vious : it can be proved in a few lines with the aid of the 
Poisson kernel • But all this is not to say that Schur has 
been superseded entirely , for his methods als o yield at the 
same time facts which are not at all so obvious to modern 
eyes. Such are, roughly speaking, finite dimensional versions 
of results of the above type holding for special classes of 
functions g. Here is an illustration. Let g be a given by a 
formula 
gU) = p(-) 
- np(l/2)" 
where p is a polynomial of degree n, and let S be the shift 
operator on n-dimensional Hilbert space: 
^n*xl*# * * , 3 Cn s 2,###,xn,®'# 
Then g is bounded in the open unit disc if and only if g(Sn) 
is a contraction. The criterion for polynomials mentioned 
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above is a corollary of this fact. 
Generally speaking questions about operators are easier 
in finite than in infinite dimensions, but here we have to 
deal with questions which gain their interest from finite 
dimensionality, and are trivial in the infinite-dimensional 
case. In view of the fact that our understanding of Schur's 
main results gains so much in simplicity, clarity and gene-
rality from a functional analytic approach, it is natural to 
look for a similarly advantageous treatment of problems of 
the latter sort. This article makes a contribution to this 
programme. 
Problems of such a nature have in fact been handled geo-
metrically, but only relatively recently. One of the earli-
est examples is the paper of ?. Pt^k [2], where it is proved 
that if A is a contraction on n-dimensional Hilbert space ha-
ving spectral radius less than one then A has norm strictly 
less than one. Several other proofs of this fact have been 
published since: references to them can be found in 131. We 
begin with a generalization of Ptale's theorem. The symbol 
It • t( will denote both the norm of an element of a Hilbert 
space H and the operator norm of an operator on H, while 
lA|g will denote the spectral radius of an operator A on H. 
Theorem 1 Let Ait^2,###,^n ^e commuting linear opera-
tors on an n-dimensional Hilbert space H, and let lA^L. <. 1 
and,UAi(l6 for each i. Then t(A1 A^ ...A nU<l. 
This result has already been proved and used 163, but 
the oroof is very short and is worth repeating since it should 
make the sequel easier to follow. 
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Let us f i r s t r e c a l l the fact that i f an operator A on 
H sa t i s f i e s || A || £ 1, then | x: J| Ax || * I x II | i s a subspace of 
H; for we have I - A* A> 0 f so that I - A* A has a Hermitian 
square roo t , and consequently 
II Axl| = ft x II <=> (CI - A* A)xfx) « 0 
<saass> | (( i . A ^ A )
1 / 2 x I a « 0 
<«->xeKer CI - A * A ) 1 / f . 
We may thus introduce subapaeea V l f 0 £ i . £ n 9 of H defined »by 
(1) \ « f B i f i « Of 
JixcHsllAj^Ag . . . A1xl |« llxllj i f i > 0 . 
I t follows from the eommutativity of the A'a that v i+ i -=V. . 
We shew ^hat i f V. #. 4 0 f then V1 + 1 i s in fact a proper sub-
space of ¥1# The r e s t r i c t i on of A1 to ? 1 i s an isemetry for 
each i , and thus, for x € T 1 + 1 , 
II A1 . . . AJ^CA^JX) II » ttx B » IIA1+1 x |l , 
which implies that A.+,x€?1. In other words, A.+-,V1+1£ 1^. 
If, for some if • 1 + 1 = V. 4-40lf then V.+, is a non-trivial 
subspace of H, invariant with respect to A.+, f on which A.+1 
is isometric. It follows that A.+- has an eigenvalue of unit 
modulus, contrary to hypothesis. It follows that the sequen-
ce H^V^.? Vp 9... descends strictly until it reaches 40} f 
and hence V ~ \Q\ . This implies the desired conclusion 
II A1 Aj ... Ani|«l. 
The main result of the paper is in a kindred spirit • 
Theorem 2, Let p be a polynomial of degree k > 1 having 
no two roots conjugate with respect to the unit circle and 
let g be the rational function given by the formula: 
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(2) g(iO M u Pt») . 
aTpd/a) 
Let A be a linear operator on an n-dimensional Hilber.t space 
H satisfying ||A II h lf IA lr < 1 and rank (I - A* A) = r. If 
rk^n, some root ef p has modulus greater than oip aid g(A) 
is defined, then lg(A)H> 1. 
It sheuld be emphasized that the hypothesis @n the roots 
•f p is auppomed to include the condition that no root be con-
jugate to itself, i.e. be of unit modulus. The hypothesis thus 
implies that the expression (2) for g is in its lowest terms. 
g(A) fails te be defined exactly when an eigenvalue of A 
•©ineidea with a pole of q, or in other words, is conjugate te 
a roet ©f p with respect to the unit circle. Biis can of cour-
se occur since the eigenvalues of A lie inside the unit circ-
le while p is supposed to have a root outside it. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We can suppose that p is monic. let 
p(s) = (z - oc 1)(« - ®tg) ..* (* - ^k^* 
and suppose that g(A) is defined. This means that I - 3>JL is 
J 
non-singular, \4s j £ k , so that we can introduce the operator 
A4 given by 
(3) Aj * (A - «*p ( I - oCjAr1. 
We have then 
g(A) = Aч Ag . . . A. t 
and the A. s a l l commute. We wish to introduce a descending 
*# 
sequence ©f subspaces of H, uch as i n the proof of Theorem 1, 
but the def init ion (1) wi l l no longer serve since we are dea­
ling with A. which need not satisfy 11A 4 II & 1* I t turns out 
4 %> 
that a somewhat more complicated definition is appropriate. 
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For any subse t € of { 1 , • . •»k f l e t A^ « , TT A . (A^ toeing 
def ined t© be the i d e n t i t y ©pe ra to r ) , and l e t 
(4) v t * f K i f i = 0 
«{x€H: l l A ^ x l * ( l x l ! f©r every ^ £ < i f . . . f i } | 
i f l £ i £ k . 
Lemma, (i) Vi is a subspaceof H of dimension at least 
n - ri, 0£ x£ k. 
(ii) Vi is a proper subspace of V. -,. l£i_rn. 
( i i i ) I f x€V±mml\ V i f l * i £ n t then 1 1 A ^ . . • A£x [| # 
+ I t x t l . 
Proof of Lemma. I t i s an immediate consequence of the 
d e f i n i t i o n of Vi t h a t the l e f t hand s ide of the fo l lowing 
i d e n t i t y i s contained in the r i g h t hand s i d e ; 
(5) V t = V ^ n f x e H : t tAixtt= t tx t t j r% AT
1 V ^ . 
Now cons ider any element x of the r i g h t hand s i d e and any 
subse t € of 4 l , . . . , i i . I f i $ 0 then ItA^ x I = ttxtt s ince 
x € V i - l * o t n e r w i s e w e m ay w r i t e G? = t u i i | f X &ilt**» 
. . . f i - l | f and (s ince the A- s commute) Ag * A ^ A ^ Since 
k±x -s?Vi-:L we have It Ag x I • « A^ k±x It « tt A£x It « 11K II . Hence 
x c V i and (5) i s e s t a b l i s h e d . 
Despi te t h e f a c t t h a t A* need n o t be a c o n t r a c t i o n , i t 
i s s t i l l t r u e t h a t 4 x ; ft A* x tt = R 3c U i i s a subspace of#H. This 
can be i n f e r r e d from the M8bi\is i d e n t i t y 
(6) I - k*±k± M ( l - C i © 6 i ) C I -«±k*)-\l - A*A)(1 - . g j A ) "
1 
which shows t h a t I ™ k$ k. i s e i t h e r p o s i t i v e or nega t ive s e -
m i - d e f i n i t e , depending on whether | o C i l < l or t < - % t > l t sad 
hence t h a t e i t h e r I - A1? Ai or A? A* - I has a Hermit ian 
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square root* The standard argument given in the proof of Theo-
rem 1 therefore applies. It is now easier seen with the help 
of an induction argument that ?.. is a subs pace of H for each 
i. 
To prove the statement about dimensions we establish an 
alternative description of?.. For liri, j-6k let i*(ifj) de-
note the number of indices & in41,2t*#«9i} for which oc^ * 
"«£ .*# thus >>(if;j) can be zero if j>i but **(if j)2: 1 if 
j£i« We shall show that, for l£i£k, 
(7) V± = 4 x € H s ( I - J*A)(I - S jAr^x « 0, 
l * j * i . 1£ *4* * ( i , j ) | . 
In the ease i s 1, *»(i fl) = 1 and, since I - A* A« i s 
semi-definite f 
lx « 4 x s ( ( l - A
3* A1)xfx) » Of 
• 4xs(I - Af Ax)x « 01 
= 4xi(l - A*A)CI -SjAr1 .* = 0 | 
Cthe last step* beinc by virtue of (6)), so that C7) holds. 
Denote the right hand side of (7) by W« and observe that 
C8) *± = W ^ n K e r CI - A*A)(I - S ^ A ) " " ^
1 ^ 
so tha t , to establ ish (7) by induction, we must show tha t , 
for -C*W.j_lf 2 & i £ k f tt A^ Agxlts ttxR for every subset € 
of 4 l , , , . , i - 11 i f and only if 
(I - A*A)(I -^A)" 1 * 1 * 1 * .* = 0. 
Consider, then, x * * j . i s V±-i a n d tf IS 4 1, . . . f i - l l . 
By defini t ion of V ^ , % kg xB « l x ll and so iA^Ag xll = llxtt 
i f and only i f ||A. A^ x l| » (lA^ x 1 t or equivalently, 
(A* (1 - Af Ai)A^ x,x) » 0 
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or, by virtue of (6)f 
(9) (A* (I -e<tA*)'"
1(I - A*A)(I - S ^ ) " 1 ^ xfx) * 0. 
Now (1 - 5LA) Ajf is a rational function ©f A; its de-
noainator is of degree ©no Bore than its nuBerator, and the 
factor (I - SLA) occurs in the donoainator with an exponent 
which depends on the nuaber of indices J m 6 u iil for which 
O-U * eC*, It will he seen that the partial fractions expres-
sion for (I - SLA) A^ can be written 
# 
do) (i - S L A ) - ^ « . i . c , d - sLAr^ '^ 
where c i i»»- i c 4 ai*« scalars depending on flf. Substituting 
(10) in (9) we deduce that tUtAg xll =llxl | i f and only i f 
(11) Jki V-e (<I -5/*>-,,(4J) 
(1 - A*A)(I - S j - - A r ^ ^ x . x ) = 0* 
Since x*V t - 1 all the teras in (11) for which j -c i. or Ji* i 
vanish (this follows fr©B the induction hypothesis), and (11) 
reduces to 
lCil
2((I - e ^ r * 1 ' 1 ^ ! - A*A)(I -E^r*1*1^,*) « 0 
and hence to 
(12) C i ( i - A*A)CI - s ^ r *
1 * 1 ^ * 0. 
It is now iBBediate that if x#W t then %k^kg xl « 11 xtt 
for all & S -Clf...fi - l}f and heene xft?t. To prove the con-
verse, let xiT| and choose g to he ilf..#fi - l|# Then in 
the resolution (10) of CI -e5tAr
lA$ into partial fractions 
we have c ^ 0. To aeo this regard A as a scalar variable for 
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the moment and not ic i that the le f t hand side of (10) has 
a pole of order i> ( i , i ) at A s X/cc.̂  ( th is depends on the 
hypothesis about the nen-cenjugacy ef the ©C *s, which ensu-
res that no cancellation can take plase between numerator 
and denominator)* The same must be t rue of the r igh t hand 
s ide , and th is can only be so i f c.#-0# Since xg.?.* , 
II A-A^ x l * | x l l and therefore (12) holds, and since ^ # 0 
we have (I - A* A H i - S i A ) " ^
i f i , x s 0. I t follows from (8) 
that x € ? . # This completes the proof of the ident i ty (7)* 
Statement ( i i i ) of the Lemma also follows from the abo-
TO argument* If xfcV. , and II A* ••• A.txll»llxli thenf as we 
haTe jus t shown, (I - A*A)(! - 2 j A )""**'i,:i)x = 0. But now 
that (7) i s proTed, we can rewrite (8) 
(13) 7± » VimmlnKer (I - A*A)(I -~Sc±kr
m>i}* 
Thus x 6 V i # 
-Hie relation (13) shows that the eodimension of 7^ in 
Vi-1 is n # greater than the rank of I - A*A, which is r# Thus 
dim V.fc dim V^- - r, l£i.vk« Statement (i) follows at once. 
The remaining assertion of the Lemma is justified much 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. By (i)f 
dim ?i-:L^n - r(i - l)^n - rk + i»^r, 
N©w r cannot be zero, else A would be uni tary, contrary to 
the supposition lAi^ <1» Thus V^^ * s a non-null subspace, 
I £ i - 4 k # Iron (5) we haTe %
v i s V i « i f B0 t n a t i j f % s Vi-Tf 
7. i s a non-tr iTial inTsriant subspaee for. A. and A. | ?. i s 
am isometry# Thus Ai has an eigenralue of unit modulus, How-
eTer, referr ing to the defini t ion (3) ©f ki we pereeiTe that 
the eigenTalues of A. are of the form ( ^ - a & . H l -5c. X) 
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where £l (being an eigenvalue of 4) is not of unit modulus. 
It is well known (and easily checked) that (A-pc^Hl -CCA£) 
cannot then be of unit modulus either (when I ac^l + l, as he-
re). This contradiction shows that vj4-V". „ 
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 2# We can suppo-
se that loCkl->l. % (ii) of the Lemma there exists xe.V^n\ 
S ¥,» For such an x 
H A^ 4 2 • • •
 A ^ « ^ x It = Hx B but t by ( i i i ) . 
U 4^ 4, 4g • • . ^ « x x II + I x II • 
Thus, i f we write 4^ 42 • • • ^ . T * s yf we have 114-̂ y II # II ylt . 
New the Mibius ident i ty (6) (with i = k) shows tha t I - j £ A-̂  
is negative semi-definite, which implies that tlA^ull & Hull for 
every u e H. I t follows that tt 4^y H -> tt y 1 » It x II • That i s , « 
II 4 k 4 1 4g . . . Afc^x tl > ft x ft . 
Henee t 4^ 4^ ..• 4^|t> lf as required. 
Corolla ry. Let p be a polynomial of degree k which ia 
relatively prime to the polynomial q defined by 
qU ) « ** p(l/z)~ . 
Let 4 be an n%n matrix such that t 4 \g < 1 and 1 - 4* 4 is 
positive semi-definite and of rank r. If n*& rk, the Hermiti-
an form H( • ) on £ n 
H(x) »«q(4)x||* -ttp(4)xll2 
is positive semi-definite if and only if the roots of p all 
have modulus less thanone. 
Proof. Suppose H( * ) is positive semi-definite, Under 
these assumptions q(4) must be non-singular, for otherwise 
there is an eigenvalue A of 4 such that q(A) = 0 . If we 
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take x to be a. corresponding eigenvector we find that 
H(x) =Ilq(^)xB2 - | p U ) x | 2 = - lpU)| 2«xft 2. 
Since H(x)?Of p(«& ) = 0 and so p and q have a root in com-
mon, contrary to hypothesis. Another way of stating the as-
sumption on H( • ) is to say that 
q(A)* q(A) - p(A)* p(A)eO, or equivalently, 1 - g(A)*g(A^ 0 
where g(A) = p(A) q(A) . This is in turn equivalent to 
I g(A) tt 6 If snd Theorem 2 shows that this can only hold if 
no root of p has absolute value greater than one. The assum-
ption that p and q be relatively prime clearly implies that 
no root of p can lie on the unit circle, and hence all roots 
of p have modulus strictly less than one. 
Supp©st, conversely, that the roots ©f p all have modu-
lus less than 1, and suppose further, f©r the moment, that ( 
q(A) is non-singular, so that we can ferm g(A) * p(A) q(A) 
In the notation ©f the pro©f ©f* Theorem 2, g(A) = A^ k% *•'• 
..• Ak, while 1) JU II 4: 1 for eaeh j (this follows from (6)). 
Hence, \$ the submultiplicativity ©f the norm, ||g(A) 1 h 1, 
and s© I - g(A)* g(A)£0. Multiplying fare and aft by q(A)*, 
q(A), respectively, we infer that q(A)* q(A) - p(A)* p(A)2S 0. 
Since the cone of positive semi-definite matrices is closed 
the restriction on q(A) can be removed by a simple continui-
ty argument. 
Making a suitable choice of A we derive a test akin to 
Schur's test f©r polynomials, but suffering from the disad-
vantage that we have to check p and q for common factors. If 
we stick to the case r = 1, as is a natural thing to do in 
practice, we, can circumvent this awkward feature, and obtain 
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a result which contains that of Schur. 
Theorem 3. Let p be a polynomial of degree n, n251f 
and 1B t A be an nn n matrix such that \ k\g << 1 and I - A* A 
is positive semi-definite and of rank one. The roots of p 
aye of modulus less than one if and onJy if the Hermitian 
form H( • ) @n C11 given by 
H(x) « ||q(A)xII2 -l|p(A)x|a 
is positive definite, where q is the polynomial defined by 
q(s) = «np(l/zr. 
Proof. Suppose that the roots of p are of absolute va-
lue less than one. The roots of q must then all lie outside 
the unit circle, and since \k\g < lf it follows that q(A) is 
non-singular. In the notation of the proof of Thoerem 2 
(with k = n) we have p(A) q(A)**1 « g(A) * A^ Ag ... A^. Now 
the A. #s commute and satisfy II A. II £ 1 (recall (6))| more-
over, since lAl^ *-£ 1, it follows from properties of Mibius 
transformations that lA-lg < 1. Hence, by Theorem lf 
|| g(A) IS < 1. This is to say that I - g(A)* g(A) is positive 
definite, and hence that q(A)* q(A) - p(A)* p(A) is positi-
ve definite, as required. 
Conversely, let H( • ) be positive definite. A fortiori 
q(A)* q(A) is positive definite, and hence q(A) is non-sin-
gular. Let the highest common factor of p and q be f: we 
wish to show that f - 1. Write p = p-̂ f, q a q-̂-f where p^, 
q^ are relatively prime polynomials of degree k and PxC*) = 
k — 
s (z -OC-, )•••(» -oĈ u,), and note that qi(z) s z Pi^m^ * a s 
can readily be seen when p and q are written aa products of 
linear factors. The identity 
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q(A)*q(A) * p(A)*p(A) » qU)*fI - g1iA)*g1U)2 q U ) , where 
g.^(A) = pnU) Q i ^ ) " • an& the fact that q(A) is non-singular 
show that I - £2.U)*f^U) is positive definite, and hence has 
kernel *iOf. We have 
40* « Ker (I - g1U)
5|cg1(A)) a Ker (I - g ^ A ^ U ) )
1 / 2 
= tx : ItgxUJxlUHxll 
» «Cx; ftAi . . . A ^ I U llzll 
s »vt 
where we are using once again the notation of Theorem 2 
(with p replaced by P-i) • Thus ?k = t^i» Since now r = 1, the 
Lemma (i) shows that dim ¥̂ 2? n - kf and hence n = k. Thus p = 
= p1 and f-s'l. Now that we know that p and q are relatively 
prime we may apply the Corollary to Theorem 2 to deduce that 
the roots ®f p all lie in %he open unit disc. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3 gives us infinitely many ways of testing whet-
her the roots of a polynomial have modulus less than one -
one way for each choice of A satisfying \k\g < 1, \ k \ <6 1 
and rank (I - A*A) = 1 . The simplest such choice is A = S 
where 









(this is the matrix with respect to the natural basis of £ 
©f the shift operator S mentioned in the introduction). 
Then if 
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p(*) « a шш + a ^ ж11""1 + + a„ 
so that 
q(z) » 1 Z
n
















































 + ... + a ^ . ^ x ^ 1
 2
. 
On performing a similar calculation for q we find that the 
Hermitian form H( ) is in this case 
H ( x ) "ilVVj + a«-ixj+i + *•• + VA-il 
- ^ O
l a o ' x j + a l x j + l + '•• + an-.j-l~l.-l I 2 -
This yields precisely Schur's criterion £5, § 13!• 
It is conceivable that there might on occasion be some*-
thing to be gained by making a different choice of A, Now the 
class £ of matrices A satisfying the conditions we need 
(H All if lf lA|g-clf rank (I - A*A) = 1) has arisen in some 
closely related investigations of the author and V. Ptak, and 
has been shown to have some very interesting properties. For 
example, % consists of all matrices unitarily equivalent to 
a matrix of the form (AS + B)(CS + D) where A,BfCfD are 
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n n n matrices such that 
[ 4 B І * Г l OІ Гâ B 
0 D J [ o - I J ЦC Ђ 
0 
-I 
(see [4, Theorem lj). This description of £ enables us to 
write down quite a large class of members of 8 explicitly 
([4, § 2J): £, contains all matrices of the form 






























where p^,••*tPn are arbitrary complex numbers of modulus less 
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